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There is always a war between
truth and falsehood, and the
truth always wins in the end.
Allah nurtured us with His
Lordship in different ways, so
that we can accept the
command.
Allah extracts the best worship from you by bringing forth different situations.
This makes us ready to receive the command or the decree. There is a
purpose for the nurturing, it is for your worship and obedience. The one who
nurture you has the most perfect names and attributes. He is the One you
worship with love and magnifying. Universal nurturing is to make you worship
Allah alone.
Your Nurturer created the heavens and the earth, such a vast and perfect
universe, showing the Greatness of the Creator. When you know He created
all the universe, in 6 days, from Sunday to Friday, and no fatigue touched
Him, this makes you attached to Him all the more.
In ﻛن ﻓﯾﻛون, there is no time to attach. Everything takes time. After He created
the heavens and the earth, He Rose over the Throne, in a manner which
suits His Majesty. The Throne is the ceiling of the universe. He decrees and
and commands. He doesn’t neglect us, He takes care of us.
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Indeed, your Lord is
Allah , who created the
heavens and earth in six
days and then
established Himself
above the Throne. He
covers the night with the
day, [another night]
chasing it rapidly; and
[He created] the sun, the
moon, and the stars,
subjected by His
command.
Unquestionably, His is
the creation and the
command; blessed is
Allah , Lord of the worlds
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The succession of the day and night also help in our nurturing. The night
covers everything with darkness, and most of the creation rests and
rejuvenates. In the day, people are busy working, earning their livelihood. In
the night everything is at peace and things slow down. This renews our
strength. This succession of day and night will continue until the Day of
Judgement. All this affects us to worship only Allah. Everything is taken care of, every detail thought of and
executed. This makes you so happy, Allah takes care of everything for you.

The sun, moon, and stars are subjugated by the command of Allah, to serve the human beings. Everything is
according to a system, and this shows the mercy of Allah. This shows His ability. The perfection of the system
shows His perfect wisdom and vast knowledge. All the creation, small and big belong to Allah. The rules and
legislations are set by Him. This is His Lordship. Nurturing attaches you to Allah. His goodness encompasses
everything. He is the most Blessed One Himself, and His nurturing is also blessed. It brings the best from us.

